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Abstract—The capability to deal effectively with the uncertainty
associated with locational marginal prices (LMPs) in congestion
management schemes requires the development of appropriate
financial tools. Congestion revenue rights (CRR) are hedging tools
that provide the holder reimbursement of the congestion charges
in the day-ahead market and thereby provide transmission service
customers with price certainty. In this paper, we construct a
framework for the design and analysis of the CRR by marrying
finance theory notions with salient characteristics of electric
power systems and electricity markets. The framework consists of
three interconnected layers with one layer each to represent the
models of the transmission network, the commodity markets and
the CRR financial markets. The interaction between the layers is
represented as information flows. The framework has sufficient
scope to allow the analysis of a broad range of problems associated
with ensuring price certainty for transmission services. The
structural modularity of the framework provides the flexibility to
analyze issues and design structures for the provision of transmis-
sion services in the competitive environment. We introduce a new
notion of CRR payoff parity and a practical pricing scheme, which
are used as the basis for the design of more liquid CRR markets.
The application of the framework is further illustrated by the
analysis of the conditions that guarantee the revenue adequacy for
the CRR issuer.

Index Terms—Congestion management, congestion revenue
rights, fixed/firm/financial transmission rights, locational mar-
ginal prices, standard market design, transmission congestion
contracts.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE advent of open access transmission and the spread
of competitive markets in electricity have resulted in

the growing prominence of transmission congestion. There is
a growing realization that congestion is a major obstacle to
vibrant competitive electricity markets. Various schemes from
command and control to market based approaches have been
proposed to manage congestion [1]–[4]. Congestion manage-
ment is also at the heart of the standard market design (SMD)
proposal of the U.S. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) [4] of a uniform set of rules and designs for the U.S.
electricity sector. The proposal uses locational marginal prices
(LMPs) to identify congestion situations and to devise a scheme
for their management. Under the SMD, an independent entity
is established to carry out the responsibilities for the operations
and control of the transmission system as well as the various
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markets. We refer to this entity by the generic name of indepen-
dent grid operator (IGO) to encompass various organizations
such as independent system operator (ISO), transmission
system operator (TSO), regional transmission organization
(RTO) and independent transmission provider (ITP). At the
very minimum, an integrated day-ahead market is operated by
the IGO in which the pool customers buy (sell) energy from
(to) the IGO and the bilateral customers—the entities that
undertake bilateral transactions—obtain corresponding trans-
mission services. The LMPs are determined in this market for
each network node and the presence of congestion is signaled
by the LMP differences. Congestion charges evaluated in terms
of the LMP differences are collected by the IGO from the
customers. Since the LMPs are unknown before the day-ahead
market clears, such a scheme brings uncertainty to the amount
of congestion charges faced by the transmission customers.
In particular, risk-averse [5] customers may be unwilling to
undertake transactions unless financial tools are available to
hedge against such charges. Congestion revenue rights (CRR)
[6]–[14] have been developed for this purpose.

CRR are financial tools issued by the IGO that provide the
holder reimbursement of the congestion charges collected by
the IGO.1 Various CRR, including point-to-point rights such as
the fixed/firm/financial transmission rights (FTR) [5], [6] and
transmission congestion contracts (TCC) [14] and flow-based
rights [8], have been proposed. Description of their deployment
and the associated market rules has been given in [6]–[14], in-
cluding a detailed market power analysis of a special class of
CRR [9]. However, these descriptions focus mainly on the policy
side of the CRR and many issues have still not been addressed.
The growing awareness of the important role of the CRR in com-
petitive electricity markets encourages more detailed discussion
on this topic. Under such conditions, a framework that sets up a
mathematical basis for the design and analysis of the CRR is of
particular interest.

In this paper, we construct such a framework by marrying
certain aspects of finance theory with salient characteristics of
electric power systems and electricity markets. The framework
consists of three interconnected layers. The physical network
layer contains the model of the transmission network. The math-
ematical model for the day-ahead market constitutes the com-
modity market layer. The financial market layer represents the
structure of CRR markets. The interaction between the layers
is represented by information flows. The framework’s struc-
tural modularity provides the flexibility to analyze issues and

1A special class of CRR may be defined to have certain scheduling priorities
associated with them. A detailed description and analysis of such CRR are given
in [9]. In this paper, we focus on the basic financial features of CRR.
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design structures for the provision of transmission services in
the competitive environment. We focus our discussion on the
point-to-point two-sided CRR. However, this framework is also
applicable to the design and analysis of other types of CRR such
as the flow-based rights [8] and point-to-point rights based on
“use it or lose it” rules [9].

Due to the hedging ability of the CRR, the outcomes of the
CRR markets impact, to a great extent, the customers’ behavior
in the commodity markets. Therefore, the liquidity of the CRR
markets is important for competitive commodity markets. In the
design of the framework, we take full consideration of this issue.
We represent the CRR as a special financial derivative and de-
rive the payoff parity principle and construct a practical pricing
scheme. The application of the principle and the pricing scheme
provides enhanced liquidity of CRR by establishing a workable
basis for CRR secondary markets and a reconfiguration scheme.
We also show the application of the framework to the IGO rev-
enue adequacy, an important issue for the design of liquid CRR
markets.

This paper contains seven additional sections. We devote Sec-
tion II to introduce the three-layer structure of the proposed
framework. In Sections III, IV and V, we present the math-
ematical description of each layer. The information flows in
the framework are discussed in Section VI. Applications of the
framework to the analysis and design of the framework are il-
lustrated in Section VII. Section VIII provides a summary and
suggestions for future work.

II. STRUCTURE OF THE FRAMEWORK

A key requirement of the framework is to have the capability
to deal with the complexity of issues comprehensively so as
to address appropriately any issue concerning the transmission
market design for competitive electricity markets. To meet this
requirement, we design an interconnected three-layer frame-
work structure consisting of the physical network, the com-
modity market and the financial market layers.

The physical network layer represents the transmission
system. The relationship between the line power flows and the
nodal injections are established and various network constraints
are modeled. The characterization of congestion conditions is
then given to complete the description of this layer.

The commodity market layer contains the model of the in-
tegrated day-ahead market. Bids/offers of the pool customers
and transmission requests from the bilateral customers are rep-
resented and the IGO decision-making process is simulated by
solving the so-called transmission scheduling problem (TSP).
All the market outcomes including the energy sales, transmis-
sion schedules and LMPs are determined in the TSP. Congestion
is managed by incorporating the network constraints in the TSP.
The impacts of the congestion are also represented.

The models of the CRR and the CRR markets constitute the
financial market layer. A novel feature of the model is the notion
of the CRR payoff parity and a practical pricing scheme derived
based on finance theory. This layer also contains a component
for the issuance of CRR. This component need not be used once
the CRR are issued.

The interactions between the three layers are through the in-
formation flows. These information flows are discussed in detail
in Section VI.

For the sake of simplicity, we define one hour as the smallest
indecomposable unit of time and present the framework in terms
of one specified hour. All the markets discussed in this paper are
for the specified hour unless explicitly mentioned otherwise. We
suppress the time notation in the paper. Appendix A provides a
summary of the acronyms and the notation used in the paper.
Appendix B reviews briefly the distribution factors used in the
analysis. Appendix C provides the mathematical proofs for the
analysis.

III. PHYSICAL NETWORK LAYER

We consider a transmission network with buses and
lines. We denote by the set of buses, with

the bus 0 being the slack bus, and by the
set of transmission lines and transformers that connect the buses
in the set . We associate with each element the ordered
pair ( , ) and we write . We adopt the convention that
the direction of the flow on line is from node to node so
that , where is the active power flow on line . We
define . The series admittance of line
is . The net active power injection at node is
denoted by and we define .

We denote by the diagonal

branch susceptance matrix and by the
augmented branch-to-node incidence matrix with

Note that includes an entry corresponding to the slack bus 0.
Obviously, the algebraic sum of the columns of vanishes:

(1)

where . The augmented nodal
susceptance matrix is

(2)

and is singular since

(3)

Next, we obtain the reduced incidence matrix from by
removing the row/column corresponding to the slack node

(4)

Each , , and is full rank [15]. Analo-
gously, we partition

(5)

The reduced nodal susceptance matrix

(6)
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is nonsingular because is nonsingular, as there is no line with
0 susceptance, and is full rank.

Key characteristics of the transmission system may be de-
scribed by the power flow equations and various constraints.
Considering the irrelevancy of the reactive power flows to the
CRR issues and the common use of the DC power flow model
in the literature, we assume the power system to be lossless and
the DC power flow conditions [15] to hold so that

(7)

where is the vector of voltage angles at
the network nodes. The scarcity of the transmission capability is
represented by various limits under both the base case and con-
tingency cases. For simplicity, in this paper, we only represent
the active power line flow limits under the base case

(8)

We call the line congested whenever the corresponding in-
equality constraint becomes binding so that

(9)

We call the transmission system congested if there is (are) one
or more congested line(s) in the network. The management of
the physical congestion in a way so as to accommodate as many
of the bilateral transactions and pool customers’ needs is a key
concern in the competitive environment.

IV. COMMODITY MARKET LAYER

In the day-ahead market, the pool customers submit their
energy sale offers/purchase bids to the IGO. Without loss of
generality, we assume one seller and one buyer at each node

and denote by , the
seller’s offer/buyer’s bid price as a function of the active power
supply/consumption.2 We assume to be a con-
tinuous, differentiable and convex/concave function. We define

and . For the
bilateral customers, we assume all transactions to be basic and
represent them by the set ,3 with each

element denoted by the ordered triplet rep-
resenting a basic transaction with receipt point (from node) ,
delivery point (to node) in the amount MW. For each
transaction, the customer requests the corresponding transmis-
sion services from the IGO.

The IGO collects all the pool bids, offers and the transmission
requestsof thebilateralcustomersandschedules the transmission
services so as to maximize the total social welfare. The extent to
which the transmissionservice requestsof thebilateral customers
are met depends on the customers’ willingness to pay the charges
for congestion. We assume all bilateral customers are willing to

2Multiple sellers/buyers at a node may be represented by a single composite
seller/composite buyer with its corresponding offer/bid function constructed by
combining the offers/bids of the constituent sellers/buyers.

3In actual practice, a complex transaction is a linear combination of basic
transactions.

pay the charges—no matter how high—so that all their transac-
tions are scheduled. The impact of these transactions is to intro-
duce the active power injection at each node where

(10)
We denote . The IGO’s process to de-
termine the successful bids/offers of the pool customers may be
represented by the transmission scheduling problem (TSP) that
maximizes the social welfare subject to the network constraints

(11)
Note that the inequality constraints may also be written as

(12)
where and are the injection shift factor (ISF) and the
power transfer distribution factor (PTDF). Definitions of these
factors are reviewed briefly in Appendix B. Clearly, since we
assume no limits for the bilateral customers’ willingness to pay
for congestion, the transmission schedules for the bilateral cus-
tomers, in effect, constrain the available transfer capability for
the pool customers. In actual markets, bilateral customers may
specify upper limits on their payments for congestion. In such
cases, their transmission schedules become decision variables
in the TSP model.

The day-ahead market is settled based on the optimal solutions
of the TSP, which we assume to exist. The optimal values of the
decision variables, ( , ), determine the quantities for the en-
ergypurchases/sales from/to thepool customers.Pricesaredeter-
mined based on the optimal values of the dual variables. is the
LMP at the node of the network. A seller (buyer) at each node

is paid (pays) the LMP by (to) the IGO for each MWh sold
(bought) in the pool. The net income of the IGO from the pool,

, is called themerchandisingsurplus [9]and
isnonnegative. measures themarginalchange insocialwelfare
withrespect tochange in the limitingcapacity of line .Note
that for and implies that line iscongested.
Consequently, is considered to be the congestion charges for
each MW flow in line . We denote by the set of congested
lines, then the total amount of congestion charges assessed from
each transaction is

(13)

The optimality conditions for (11) leads to the relationship

(14)
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The proof of this result is given in the Appendix C. It follows
that the total congestion charges assessed from is

(15)

In words, is the product of its quantity and the LMP differ-
ences between its delivery node and its receipt node. Note that
a congestion free system corresponds to empty so that

(16)

Absent congestion, all LMPs are equal and the congestion
charges are 0. On the other hand, differences in the LMPs signal
the presence of congestion in the system.

The rationale for this congestion charges comes from the
evaluation of the congestion impacts on the social welfare.
When congestion occurs, higher priced generation may be
dispatched to meet the load and consequently, the social
welfare decreases. This reduction may be considered as the
costs imposed due to the limits in the transmission network.
Therefore, we define the system congestion costs to be
the decrease in the social welfare due to the presence of the
transmission constraints. Let be the optimal value of
the social welfare in the TSP with (without) the active power
line flow limits, then

(17)

Now, is independent of the transaction amounts but is
not so that

(18)

In other words, the marginal impact of the transaction on the
system congestion costs equals the LMP differences. This, then,
is the economic rationale for the congestion charges.

The comparability principle requires both the pool customers
and the bilateral customers to pay congestion charges since the
injections/withdrawals of the two classes of customers impact
the total congestion costs. In fact, the congestion charges for
the pool customers are implicitly included in the LMPs [6]. Note
that, absent the line flow limit constraints, LMPs at all the
nodes are equal in a lossless system. We denote by this uni-
form system-wide market-clearing price and consider it to be
the marginal price of energy of the transmission-unconstrained
system. In reality, however, presence of the transmission capa-
bility limits results in the nodal LMPs that may be different
from . The difference may be considered to be the
implicit congestion charges assessed for each MWh withdrawal
at node . This difference represents the change in the total con-
gestion costs to serve an additional unit of load at node . Since

the pool customers incur the congestion charges implicitly by
paying/getting paid the LMP at the particular node. The total

amount of such implicit congestion charges paid by the pool
customers may be expressed as

(19)
where

(20)

since the supply-demand balance in a lossless system holds.
Note that the right-hand side of (19) equals the merchandising
surplus [9] of the pool. The IGO collects the congestion charges
from pool customers implicitly by collecting the merchandising
surplus.

The congestion charges are functions of the LMPs which are
determined in the day-ahead commodity market. Bilateral con-
tracts, on the other hand, are typically signed a month or even
a year before. At that time, the LMPs are unknown and we rep-
resent the LMP at node by the random variable . Conse-

quently, the congestion charges the transactions may be assessed
are uncertain. Naturally, risk-averse customers would like to
have risk management tools that could provide price certainty
on the congestion charges. CRR are designed for this purpose.
In the next section, we describe the model of the CRR and the
financial markets in which they are traded.

V. FINANCIAL MARKET LAYER

CRR are financial instruments issued by the IGO that entitle
the holder to be reimbursed for the congestion charges collected
by the IGO in the day-ahead market. In this section, we establish
the model for the CRR and the financial markets in which the
CRR are issued and traded. We focus on the point-to-point CRR,
but the analysis may also be applied to other types of CRR.

A. CRR Overview

The CRR are defined for a point of receipt (from node) , a
point of delivery (to node) , a specified amount of transmission
service in MW and a per MW premium . We use the quadru-
plet

to denote the CRR. The CRR are issued by the IGO—the is-
suer—to the transmission customers—the holders. A holder of

is entitled to receive from the IGO a payment of

(21)

where and are the LMPs determined in the day-ahead
market. We refer to this payment as the CRR payoff. The payoff
may be positive, negative, or zero and is independent of the
usage (i.e., this payment occurs whether or not the holder re-
quests any transmission services in the day-ahead market). As
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such, the CRR entails an obligation on both the holder and the
issuer.

CRR may provide a full hedge against the congestion charges
associated with the use of the transmission service. We consider
a transaction . A party involved in this
transaction must pay the congestion charges of

(22)

which are unknown prior to the clearing of the day-ahead
market. If the party holds a CRR with

, and , then the CRR payoff,
, reimburses all the congestion charges

independent of the day-ahead market outcomes. In this case,
the CRR perfectly hedges the congestion charges.

Clearly, the CRR payoff is a function of random variables
whose values are unknown until the day-ahead market clears.
The CRR is therefore a financial derivative [5]. Indeed, the CRR
embody the salient attributes of forward contracts—the finan-
cial derivatives that require the holder to buy and the issuer to
sell the underlying asset at the specified time for the specified
price [5]. For CRR, the particular attributes are

• the maturity time is specified as the time when the CRR
are exercised;

• the payoff is the linear function of the value of the under-
lying asset, the variable ;

• the strike price is 0.
We apply finance theory notions to derive the payoff

parity principle for the CRR. Two sets of CRR are said
to have payoff parity if they yield the same payoffs inde-
pendent of the outcomes of the day-ahead market. We use
the symbol “ ” to denote the payoff parity. By definition,

if and
only if . Two payoff parity conditions
follow directly from the definition:

i) quantity cumulation condition: for two sets of CRR
and with all of the CRR having a common from node
and a common to node (i.e., and

, ), if
, then ;

ii) cycling condition:
if , , ,

and for all .
The payoff parity principle is useful in designing liquid CRR

markets as illustrated in the following sections.

B. CRR Issuance

CRR are issued in a centralized auction. In the auction, cus-
tomers submit bids that indicate the from node, to node and
desired quantity of the requested FTR and the maximum pre-
mium they are willing to pay for it. The IGO determines the
successful bids by maximizing its total income subject to the si-
multaneous feasibility test (SFT). The SFT considers CRR

to correspond to a fictitious basic transaction

and check whether the transmission system
can support all such fictitious transactions under the base case
and all the contingency conditions. For simplicity, we consider

the active power line flow limits under the base case only. We
denote by the set of CRR that are issued
by the IGO, then, the SFT is formulated as

(23)

We can extend the formulation in (23) to include the impacts
of contingencies. For each contingency case, we add a number
of constraints corresponding to the binding line limits. For each
contingency, the PTDFs of the changed network are used. The
SFT specification ensures the IGO issues no more CRR than
what the transmission system can accommodate under the base
and the considered contingency conditions.

C. CRR Valuation/Pricing

Once the CRR are issued by the IGO, they can be subse-
quently traded in secondary markets. Liquid trading requires a
practical scheme to value and price the CRR. We design such a
scheme by incorporating finance theory.

CRR are an example of financial derivatives since they are
forward contracts. In the CRR analysis, we assume all the cus-
tomers to be risk neutral and neglect the time value of the money
due to the short time horizon. Then, the value of the CRR finan-
cial derivative is simply the expected value of its payoff [5]. The
payoff for the CRR is . Therefore,

the value of the CRR is

(24)

We can estimate the expected values of the LMPs, , using

historical data. If the CRR markets are perfectly competitive,
the CRR prices equal the value of the CRR [5]. In reality, how-
ever, the CRR markets are not perfectly competitive and the CRR
prices may be different from their values. In this case, we adopt
the following assumptions:

• the market is free of arbitrage [5] (i.e., the opportunity
that a market player can construct a portfolio so that the
portfolio profit satisfies the probability conditions)

• where indicates the probability of the event ;
the absence of arbitrage ensures that there is no opportu-
nity for market players to make money without taking any
risks;

• the futures markets for energy exist so that the futures en-
ergy prices are available at every node .

Then, the price for each MW of the CRR
equals the difference in the futures energy prices and at
node and node , respectively

(25)

The proof of (25) is provided in Appendix C.
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Several conclusions follow directly from (25). The price
may be positive, zero, or negative. Also, for two CRR,

and , if and ,
then, . Therefore, all of the CRR with the same receipt
node and same delivery node must have the same price. For the
set of CRR with a continuous path of nodes
forming a loop (i.e., , and

), then .
This pricing scheme and the CRR payoff parity principle can

be used to design liquid CRR secondary markets as illustrated
in Section VII.

VI. INFORMATION FLOWS

In Sections III, IV, and V, we have introduced the three layers
that constitute the framework. In this section, we describe the in-
teraction/interconnection between these layers through the var-
ious information flows depicted in Fig. 1.

We start from the financial market layer. The inputs of the
CRR markets are the CRR requests from the customers. The de-
cision-making process of the IGO requires the involvement of
the SFT, which is a result of the repetitive information exchange
between the financial market layer and the network layer. Ten-
tative CRR set is sent to the network layer to check its feasi-
bility. The result is fed back to the financial layer. If infeasible,
the issuance quantities are modified and the new CRR set is sent
to be checked. Such iteration continues till the feasible solution

is found.
As we have pointed out, the outcomes of the financial markets

may impact the customers’ behavior in the commodity market.
We denote by the set of CRR held by the customers after CRR
issuance and secondary markets. is sent to the commodity
market layer and impacts the bids/offers and the bilateral trans-
actions—the inputs of the TSP.

Due to the involvement of the physical constraints, the solu-
tion scheme of the TSP may also be considered as an interac-
tive process between the commodity market layer and the net-
work layer. Transmission schedules including bilateral transac-
tions and nodal injection and withdrawals represented by ,

are sent to the network layer to check the feasibility. The re-
sulting system status and the congested lines is fed back to
determine the LMPs. The LMPs are then sent to the financial
market layer to compute the CRR payoffs.

The information flows serve to interconnect the three layers
into the integrated framework proposed in this paper.

VII. APPLICATIONS OF THE FRAMEWORK

Since the basic model of the CRR and the financial markets
are included in the proposed framework, many critical issues
related to the deployment of CRR may directly be investigated
using the framework. For example, the framework may be ap-
plied to analyze the market power associated with CRR. Refer-
ence [9] has performed such investigations on simple two- and
three-node systems. Our framework makes possible the analysis
on more realistic sized systems.

The structural modularity of the framework provides flexi-
bility for its applications to the design of the CRR. The models
in each layer are general so that different market designs may be

Fig. 1. Three-layer framework structure.

accommodated. Also, since the interaction between the layers
is exogenous to each layer and represented by the information
flows, we may modify any layer without impacting the models
in the other two layers. This flexibility provides great conve-
nience for the design of various types of the CRR. For example,
if the flow-based CRR are concerned, we may modify the finan-
cial market layer by applying the analogous analysis while no
modification is required to the network and commodity market
layers. In fact, many results in the financial market layer, such
as the payoff parity principle, are still valid.

In this section, we present two examples to illustrate the ap-
plications of the framework to the analysis and design of the
CRR, respectively. We end the section with a discussion of the
application of the framework in actual practice for a prescribed
period of time.

A. Revenue Adequacy for the IGO

Revenue adequacy is a critical issue in the deployment of
CRR. Using the framework, we can prove that the proposed
market model allows the IGO to ensure its revenue adequacy.

The IGO collects congestion charges from both the pool and
bilateral customers. The total revenue is

(26)

This revenue is then the source used to make the CRR payoffs to
the holders. Let be the set of CRR held
by the customers after CRR issuance and secondary markets,
then, the total payoff is

(27)

We claim the IGO revenue adequacy is guaranteed, that is

(28)

The equality holds if

(29)

In other words, if all the constraints in the SFT corresponding to
the lines that are congested in the day-ahead market are binding,
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the IGO’s incomes equal its payments. Otherwise, the IGO’s net
income is always positive.

We prove this proposition using the models in the framework.
Although this issue belongs to the financial market, the proof
requires (14), which is derived based on the TSP model in the
commodity market layer and the physical constraints from the
network layer. The total CRR payoffs may then be rewritten as

(30)

Also, the relationship in (C3) leads to

(31)

and

(32)
therefore

(33)

since the term in the bracket equals the active power flow in line
[16]. Note that the financial market layer is designed so that

the CRR satisfy the SFT conditions

(34)

We conclude, by comparing (33) with (30), that

In practice, however, the PTDFs used in the SFT may be dif-
ferent from the PTDFs used in the day-ahead market due to
changes in the network [16]. In such cases, (30) does not hold
and the IGO’s revenue adequacy is not guaranteed.

B. Design of CRR Secondary Markets and Reconfiguration
Scheme

The centralized CRR issuance requires the involvement of the
IGO to run the SFT and, consequently, limits the liquidity of
the market. Successful use of the CRR requires secondary mar-
kets in which the CRR issued by the IGO can be subsequently
traded. The secondary market models proposed in the literature
only allows the trade of existing CRR to avoid the involvement

of the IGO [4]. Such design, however, diminishes the merit of
the secondary markets. We propose a secondary market model
based on the payoff parity principle given in the framework. The
holder of an existing CRR may sell a set of
CRR as long as . We can
prove that the parity CRR set must still satisfy the SFT condi-
tions and, therefore, no IGO involvement is necessary. Such de-
sign improves the flexibility for the CRR trades, while avoiding
the involvement of the IGO in the secondary markets.

Another scheme to increase the CRR liquidity is the CRR re-
configuration. The holder of the existing CRR
may return them to the IGO in exchange for the CRR

whose from and to nodes are different from .
The pricing scheme presented in the financial market layer pro-
vides the means for implementing such exchanges. We design
a reconfiguration scheme, making use of the free of arbitrage
assumption in the financial market layer. The new quantity
of the reconfigured CRR is determined so that the prices of the
new and replaced CRR are identical. Since the reconfigured CRR
must also satisfy the SFT, information flows from the network
layer are required. The SFT yields two possible situations:

• as long as the SFT conditions are not violated, we set
such that

(35)

so that

(36)

• if, on the other hand, the SFT conditions are violated, we
set to be the maximum megawatt amount without vi-
olating the SFT conditions and exchange only that fraction
of the existing CRR to result in .

Since this scheme ensures that the existing and reconfigured
CRR have identical prices, it ensures that no arbitrage oppor-
tunity may arise.

C. General Application of the Framework

The discussion so far has focused on the framework for a
specified hour, but its application for markets of a specified
longer duration is straightforward. For example, we may use this
framework to price the CRR that are issued for a longer period of
time, say [ , ]. Such CRR may be considered as a family of
CRR, , with one CRR
for each hour . We determine the price for each using
(25), then, the price of the CRR for period [ , ] is .
In similar ways, other issues of interest over longer periods can
be studied.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a mathematical framework
for the design and analysis of the CRR. The framework consists
of three interconnected layers with one layer each to represent
the models of the transmission network, the commodity markets
and the financial markets. The framework effectively exploits
the structural characteristics of the interrelationships between
the physical network, the commodity markets and the financial
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markets for CRR. Novel notions, such as the CRR payoff parity
principle and pricing schemes are introduced and applied to en-
hance the liquidity of the CRR markets.

The framework represents a good start for the study of CRR
and their application. There are, however, a number of exten-
sions possible. The development of more detailed dynamic sto-
chastic models that explicitly incorporate the impacts of various
random factors to the outcomes of the day-ahead market, such
as LMPs, is a natural extension. Since the contingencies in the
transmission system may impact the behaviors of the transmis-
sion customers, incorporation of the contingency analysis re-
sults is another extension of the work reported here. A major
long-term challenge is the inclusion of losses and nonlinear ef-
fects in transmission considerations. The iterative interaction
between the layers via the information flows is another topic
for future work with a focus on the investigation of the conver-
gence properties of the iterations. Progress on the work on these
topics will be reported in future papers.

APPENDIX A
ACRONYMS AND NOTATION

LMP Locational marginal price.
CRR Congestion revenue rights.
IGO Independent grid operator.
TSP Transmission scheduling problem.
ISF Injection shift factor.
PTDF Power transfer distribution factor.
SFT Simultaneous feasibility test.

Vector of active power line flow.

Vector of active power nodal injections.

Branch susceptance matrix.
Reduced incidence matrix.

Reduced nodal susceptance matrix.
Seller’s offer/buyer’s bid price.

Basic transaction .

LMP at node with value .

Per MW congestion charges for line .

CRR in the amount MW with injection
(withdrawal) at node and the per
MW premium .
CRR payoff with value .

Futures energy price at node .
ISF matrix.
PTDF of line with respect to basic trans-
action .

APPENDIX B
ISFs AND PTDFs

We review briefly the definition of the injection shift factor
(ISF) and power transfer distribution factor (PTDF). The deriva-

tion, nature, and applications of these factors are treated in detail
in [16].

The ISF of a line with respect to a change in in-
jection at node , is the approximate sensitivity of
the active power flow on line with respect to the megawatt
injection at node . The ISF matrix is the matrix
with each in row , column of . Under the DC power
flow model

(B.1)

The proof is given in [16].
The PTDF is the sensitivity of the active power flow
on line with respect to the MW amount of the basic

transaction . The relationship

(B.2)

is established in [16].

APPENDIX C
PROOFS

Proof of (14): We write the Lagrangian of the TSP formula-
tion as

£

where , . At the optimum

£
(C.1)

(C1) and (3) yield

(C.2)
Therefore

(C.3)

so that

Proof of (25): We prove (25) by contradiction. If
, a customer may create a portfolio by

• buying the CRR for the costs ;
• selling futures contract for energy at node at price ;
• buying futures contract for energy at node at price

.
The costs to construct this portfolio are

In the day-ahead market, the customer exercises the futures con-
tracts for the energy and obtains the transmission service from
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the IGO. The payoff of the CRR cancels out the congestion
charges. Therefore, no net payment occurs in the day-ahead
market. Consequently, the customer ends up with a positive net
profit with 100% probability. This is an arbi-
trage opportunity which violates the arbitrage free assumption.
Therefore, cannot be true. Similarly, we may prove
the existence of the arbitrage opportunity when ,
which also leads to a contradiction. Hence, the only choice for
ensuring the arbitrage free condition is to have
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